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Domain Specific Languages (DSL)
•

Every discipline has its own way of thinking, its own concepts, and
its own way of solving domain specific problems.

•

In particle physics, we have generally used general purpose
languages (GPL), first FORTRAN, now C++ and Python, to solve
problems such as implementing analyses.

•

The advantage of GPLs is that they can solve a very large class of
problems. The disadvantage is that they do not model how a
domain expert thinks about her or his domain of expertise.

•

A domain specific language (DSL) is designed to model how
domain experts think about the problems they wish to solve.
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Analysis Description Languages for the LHC
An Analysis Description Language (ADL) for the LHC is:
• A domain specific language capable of describing the contents of
an LHC analysis in an unambiguous way. Its contents include:
• object and event selections
• analytically and algorithmically defined observables, including
those based on machine learning, efficiency maps, etc.
• Designed for use by anyone with an interest in, and knowledge of,
LHC physics to abstract, visualize, validate, combine, reproduce,
interpret, and communicate the contents of LHC analyses.
Earlier HEP languages proved successful and useful:
• Les Houches Event Accord

• SUSY Les Houches Accord
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An LHC Analysis Description Accord
The principles of an analysis description language were defined in the
Les Houches 2015 new physics WG report (arXiv:1605.02684)

Towards an analysis description accord for the LHC
D. Barducci, A. Buckley, G. Chalons, E. Conte, N. Desai, N. de Filippis, B. Fuks, P.
Gras, S. Kraml, S. Kulkarni, U. Laa, M. Papucci, C. Pollard, H. B. Prosper, K.
Sakurai, D. Schmeier, S. Sekmen, D. Sengupta, J. Sonneveld, J. Tattersall, G.
Unel, W. Waltenberger, A. Weiler.
Abstract: We discuss the concept of an “analysis description accord" for LHC
analyses, a format capable of describing the contents of an analysis in a standard
and unambiguous way. We present the motivation for such an accord, the
requirements upon it, and an initial discussion of the merits of several
implementation approaches. With this, we hope to initiate a community-wide
discussion that will yield, in due course, an actual accord.
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ADL Scope
By construction, an ADL is not designed to be general purpose;
therefore, getting its scope right is key.
• In our view, the core of any ADL for the LHC should include
• Object definitions
• Observable definitions
• Event selection definitions
• Standard reports and visualizations
• Further operations with selected events (background estimation
methods, scale factor derivations, etc.) can vary greatly, and thus
are not yet considered within the ADL scope.
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Properties of an ADL for the LHC
Basic requirements:
• Public
• Complete
• Easily learned
• Demonstrably correct
Desirable features:

• Self-contained
• General programing languageindependent
• Analysis framework-independent
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A Specific ADL Proposal
What could be a good way to
systematically organize the
components of an analysis?
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A Specific ADL Proposal
What could be a good way to
systematically organize the
components of an analysis?

Use “blocks”
as in SLHA or LHE.
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A Proposal for a Les Houches Analysis Description Accord
D. Barducci, G. Chalons, N. Desai, N. de Filippis, P. Gras, S. Kraml, S. Kulkarni, U.
Laa, M. Papucci, H. B. Prosper, K. Sakurai, D. Schmeier, S. Sekmen, D. Sengupta,
J. Sonneveld, J. Tattersall, G. Unel, W. Waltenberger, A. Weiler.

Abstract: We present the first draft of a proposal for “a Les Houches Analysis
Description Accord" for LHC analyses, a formalism that is capable of describing the
contents of an analysis in a standard and unambiguous way independent of any
computing framework. This proposal serves as a starting point for discussions
among LHC physicists towards an actual analysis description accord for use by the
LHC community.
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LH 2015 New Phys WG report (arXiv:1605.02684)

Subsequent Developments - I
• A preliminary ADL proposal developed during & after LH2015.
• CERN workshop on Nov 2016 to refine ADL syntax.
https://indico.cern.ch/event/572170/overview.
• Several proofs of principle developed
• Approach: transpiler (convert ADL to executable C++)

• lhada2rivet (Philippe Gras)
• lhada2TNM (Harrison Prosper)
• lhada2checkmate (Daniel Dercks)
• Approach: interpreter (runtime interpretation)
• CutLang (Gökhan Ünel) based on ADL principles, but with
different syntax.
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Subsequent Developments - II
• Several ATLAS & CMS published analyses implemented and tested
and results compared using lhada2rivet, lhada2TNM and CutLang.

• Analysis examples taken from a LH17 (re)interpretation tools
comparison summary. Used Delphes samples / data formats.
• Short note in LH2017 proceedings.
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.10379
• Results presented at the 4th (Re)interpretation workshop at CERN.
https://indico.cern.ch/event/702612/
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Subsequent Developments - II
• lhada2TNM and CutLang development is continuing.
• CutLang publication
https://arxiv.org/abs/1801.05727

• CERN summer student for CutLang. lex/yacc-based parsing.
• lhada2TNM adapted to handle CMS nanoAOD.
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Introducing the ADL - I
The first ADL proposal adhered to the following principles:
• human readability
• computer language independence

• analysis framework independence, but note…
the ADL is analysis framework independent precisely so that it offers a
standard input to analysis frameworks, rather like an SLHA text file
offers a standard input to SUSY calculators.
We should accept the healthy reality that a physicist will work with
whatever analysis framework she or he judges to be the easiest to work
with. And note that by the 2040s, today’s favored frameworks may be
considered obsolete; but that should not be the fate of the ADL.
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Introducing the ADL - II
The proposed ADL consists of
• a plain text file describing the analysis using a HEP specific language
with a syntax rules that include standard mathematical and boolean
operations and 4-vector algebra.
• a library of self-contained functions encapsulating variables that are
non-trivial to express within the ADL.
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Introducing the ADL - III
The ADL comprises easy-to-read blocks with a key value structure.
blocktype blockname
# general comment
key1 value1
key2 value2
key3 value3 # comment about value3

• There is a clear separation of analysis components.

• The same key can appear multiple times.
• The current version includes:
• block types: info function object variable cut table
• keywords: define arg bin code columns cut doc entry function
hepdata info object reject select take type weight
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Current Projects
Now give some details of current projects
• transpilers (ADL to executable C++)
• lhada2rivet (Philippe Gras)

• lhada2TNM (Harrison Prosper)
• lhada2checkmate (Daniel Dercks)

• interpreters (runtime interpretation)
• CutLang (Gökhan Ünel) based on ADL principles, but with
different syntax.
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lhada2rivet
Philippe Gras

• Rivet BSM analysis support added with version 2.5.2
• A prototype transpiler lhada2rivet.py for Rivet.
https://github.com/lhada-hep/lhada/tree/master/lhada2rivet.d
• Particles and jets are implemented using Rivet specific truth level
objects. Smearing added in RIVET.
• Can be used for phenomenological analyses.
• Associated C++ code validated before the code generation

• ease debugging by isolating problem in user's code from the
possible ones in the generated code
• Needs further testing.
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lhada2TNM
Harrison Prosper

• A prototype transpiler lhada2tnm.py converts ADL to C++.
• C++ code can be executed within the TNM (TheNtupleMaker)
generic ntuple analysis framework. Only depends on ROOT.
• Assumes that a standard extensible type is available to model all
analysis objects. Uses adapters to translate types.

• Can be used for any experimental or phenomenological analyses
https://github.com/lhada-hep/lhada/tree/master/lhada2tnm
• Assessing effort required to rebuild transpiler using a formal
grammar for ADL and tools such as PLY.
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CheckMATE

Daniel Dercks, nee Schmeier

• A prototype transpiler from ADL to CheckMATE C++ code.
• Used the ATLAS monojet analysis ATLAS-1604-07773 as an
example.
• Works with Delphes objects.
• Tested a simple version of automatic function
download, and confirms that function database would be very
useful if structured carefully.
• Useful feedback on the block and keyword content.
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CutLang
Gökhan Ünel

• CutLang is both an ADL and a runtime interpreter. CutLang adheres
to the ADL principles, but since its development preceded the
preliminary ADL accord developed at Les Houches, the syntax of
CutLang differs in detail from that of the accord.
• Special features added to the CutLang syntax to enhance its runtime
interpretation capabilities.
• Works with multiple data formats:
• LVL0, ATLAS & CMS open data, Delphes, LHCO, FCC. More can
be easily added.
• Used in a real ATLAS exotic analysis.

• A new version prepared with lexx/yacc-based parsing.
• Documentation: arXiv:1801.05727, https://cutlang.hepforge.org
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CERN Analysis Preservation Support Group
• There is a major ongoing effort to preserve the content of LHC
analyses: http://analysis-preservation.cern.ch
• A database to store analysis information is designed and working.
• The CERN Analysis Preservation Support Group is very supportive of
the idea of an ADL and state that an ADL can be readily incorporated
into the current system, which can store:
• ADL files
• Self-contained functions

• Object definitions
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Summary and Plans
• Human readable ADLs have a role in HEP.
• ADLs exist and have been tested on several representative analyses.

• An ADL based on LDADA and the CutLang ADL are being refined.
• 3 transpilers and one interpreter targeting different analysis
frameworks.

• This is an open project that very much welcomes contributions.
• The ADL concept is gaining traction within the community and a
workshop in May at the LPC will further the process.
• It is time to have a more expert discussion about the way forwards.
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Thanks!
Many thanks to Sezen Sekmen whose initiative this is and

to Gökhan Ünel for being the first to show that a workable ADL is
feasible.
Also thanks to:
D. Barducci, A. Buckley, G. Chalons, E. Conte, N. Desai, N. de Filippis, B. Fuks, P.
Gras, S. Kraml, S. Kulkarni, U. Laa, M. Papucci, C. Pollard, K. Sakurai, D. Schmeier,
D. Sengupta, J. Sonneveld, J. Tattersall, W. Waltenberger, A. Weiler.
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Blocks: info
Provides general information about the analysis, e.g. publication
information, benchmark scenarios, event generators used, validation
material, etc.
info analysis
experiment
id
publication
sqrtS
lumi
arXiv
hepdata
doi

ATLAS
EXOT-2016-32
Eur.Phys.J. C77 (2017) no.6, 393
13.0 # TeV
36.1 # 1/fb
1704.03848
https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins1591328
10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-4965-8
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Blocks: table
Tabular collection of numerical information related to the analysis.
Examples: analysis results, cutflows, histograms, numerical efficiencies
or other numerical functions, etc.

table results_events
# Table for basic observed-signal and background events
type events
columns name obs bkg dbkg
entry SRA 3452 3452 59
entry SRBtoF[0] 1712 1720 161
entry SRBtoF[1] 313 295 50
entry SRBtoF[2] 201 235 34
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Blocks: table
table result_corr
# Correlation matrix for signal regions
type corr
columns name SRA SRBtoF[0] SRBtoF[1] SRBtoF[2] SRBtoF[3]
entry SRA 1 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.14
entry SRBtoF[0] 0.2 1 0.5 0.4 0.3
entry SRBtoF[1] 0.1 0.5 1 0.3 0.2
entry SRBtoF[2] 0.15 0.4 0.3 1 0.7
entry SRBtoF[3] 0.14 0.2 0.2 0.7 1
table result_bkg
# Breakdown of background in different signal regions
type bkg
columns name Z_jets Z_jets_err W_jets W_jets_err ...
entry SRA 1726 254 1151 178 ...
entry SRBtoF[0] 856 89 571 76 ...
entry SRBtoF[1] 157 27 105 18 ...
entry SRBtoF[2] 101 19 67 12 ...
entry SRBtoF[3] 1009 156 674 56 ...
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Blocks: object
object electrons
take
Delphes_Electron e
select e.PT > 10
select |Eta| < 2.47
object cleanelectrons
take electrons e
apply dRlj = dR(e.Eta, e.Phi,
cleanjets.Eta, cleanjets.Phi)
reject dRlj < 0.4
object verycleanelectrons
take cleanelectrons
apply dR(Eta, Phi, cleanelectrons.Eta, cleanelectrons.Phi)
dRee
reject (dRee < 0.05 and (PT < cleanelectrons.PT)
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Blocks: function
Defines all non-trivial operations that are calculated during the
analysis.

• e.g.: advanced kinematic variables, e.g. transverse mass or
variables created using machine learning methods, and filtering
algorithms, e.g. lepton isolation definitions.
function function_name
arg: arguments to be respectively
arg name1
called by their names
arg name2
code link-to-code-repository
doc link-to-documentation

• Individual function codes can be automatically updated as languages
evolve, but LHADA file itself stays constant and valid.

• Allows to create a library of reusable, sharable functions.
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Example block: variable
This is a shorthand notation for calculating event variables.
If an event variable is used many times in the selection, it is impractical
to write the whole calculation multiple times with the apply keyword.
variable Meff
apply calc_Meff(jetsSR = jetsSR, MET = MET)
variable dPhiMet3j
apply calc_dPhiMetJets(jetsSR = jetsSR, njets = 3, MET =
MET)
variable METoversqrtHT
apply calc_METoversqrtHT(jets = cleanjets, MET = MET)
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Example block: cut
Defines event selection criteria that are applied to a given event in
order to define analysis regions, e.g. preselection, signal, control.
• select and reject are boolean keys.
Complex logical statements are possible.
• modular selection: a cut block itself can be considered as a boolean
constraint in another block
• weight key enables event reweighting
• bin key enables binning of analysis regions
cut preselection
# Pre-selection cuts
select MET.pt > 200
reject cleanmuons.size > 0
reject verycleanelectrons.size > 0
select jetsSR.size >= 2
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Example block: cut
cut 2jl
select
select
select
select
select
select
select

preselection
jetsSR[0].pt > 200
jetsSR.size >= 2
dPhiMet3j > 0.8
jetsSR[1].pt > 200
METoversqrtHT > 15
Meff > 1200

cut noZ
# define a region outside the Z mass range
select (mll < 70) or (mll > 100)
cut razor
# Define the ladder-like razor region
select (MR>100 and R2>0.8) or
(MR>300 and R2>0.5) or (MR>500 and R2>500)
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